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MARKETING KEY-STYLE

THERMO ROGUE 3 MID GORETEX®
NEW

Stripped of the bulk but packed with
performance. The award-winning Thermo
Rogue is designed to keep you surefooted and warm in even the toughest
winter conditions. With a soft and
responsive FloatPro Foam™ midsole and
new lightweight support features,
version 3 is more versatile and
runnable than its predecessors.

MEN’S

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / WINTER HIKE

VIBRAM XS
TREK EVO
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+

GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance

+

Jacquard, embroidered and protective TPU upper

+

Integrated lacing system for a glove-like fit

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Snowshoe strap ridge for stability

+

Gaiter D-Ring

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

200 grams Primaloft® Gold Eco Series synthetic
insulation

+

Primaloft® Aerogel insole traps in heat where you need
it most--even when compressed

+

FLEXconnect® dual-directional flex-grooves in the
midsole for enhanced ground connection

+

FloatPro Foam™ midsole for a lightweight ride that lasts

+

Vibram® Arctic Grip™ All Terrain outsole design for grip
on wet ice and mixed winter conditions

+

Vibram® XS Trek Evo

+

Outsole lugs feature tiny kernels that enhance the shoes
ability to bite into loose gravel, rock, sand, slush and
snow

STONEWASH J036397

WOMEN’S

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50
Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

MINERAL J036450

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 299.90

THERMO CROSS 3 MID
WATERPROOF
NEW

Adventure even in cold weather with this
versatile winter hybrid that strikes
the perfect balance between winter
protection and agile performance.

MEN’S

VIBRAM XS
TREK EVO

+

Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape

+

Waterproof coated leather and mesh upper

+

Traditional lace closure

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Snowshoe strap ridge for stability

+

Gaiter D-Ring

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

200 grams lightweight, low bulk insulation keeps you
comfortable

+

Heat-reflecting insole radiates body heat back toward
the foot

+

FLEXconnect® dual-directional flex-grooves in the
midsole for enhanced ground connection

+

FloatPro Foam™ midsole for a lightweight ride that lasts

+

Vibram® Arctic Grip™ All Terrain outsole design for grip
on wet ice and mixed winter conditions

+

Vibram® XS Trek Evo

BLACK J036407

WOMEN’S

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50

BLACK/HAZE J036460

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 229.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / WINTER HIKE

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42
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MARKETING KEY-STYLE

MOAB SPEED THERMO MID
WATERPROOF
NEW

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / WINTER HIKE

For over a decade, the Merrell® Moab
has been the choice of hikers when
a choice needs to be made, making it
the bestselling hiker in the world.
Famous for its out-of-the-box comfort,
durability and all-purpose versatility,
its predecessors have enabled 20 million
people to step further outdoors. The
Moab Speed Thermo is a lightweight,
protective hybrid designed to give you
confidence to tackle any cold weather
trail.
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31-21

10.0

STACK

DROP

+

Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape

+

Textile and full grain waterproof leather upper

+

40% recycled mesh upper

+

100% recycled laces

+

Padded collar

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Reflective details for increased visibility in low light

+

Gaiter D-Ring

+

% recycled heel pull tab

+

Metallic eyelets

+

Decorative stitched

+

Fleece lining for added warmth

+

Fleece lining for added warmth

+

100 grams Primaloft® Gold Eco Series synthetic
insulation

+

EVA foam insole with 50% recycled top sheet

+

Removable PU foam insole

+

Rock plate for protection

+

FloatPro Foam™ midsole for a lightweight ride that lasts

+

Vibram® Icetrek for grip in winter conditions

MEN’S

ROCK J066913

BLACK J066911

WOMEN’S

BIRCH J067020

BLACK J067014

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50
Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

MONUMENT J067016

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 199.90

THERMO RHEA MID WATERPROOF
Built by women, for women, this capable
winter hiker features insulation
technology where women need it most and
Vibram® Arctic Grip All Terrain wet ice
technology for confidence on all winter
terrain.

+

Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape

+

Waterproof full grain leather upper

+

Metal hook traditional lace closure

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Snowshoe strap ridge for stability

+

Fleece lining for added warmth

+

200 grams lightweight, low bulk insulation keeps you
comfortable

+

Kinetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for
flexible support

+

Molded nylon arch shank

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® Arctic Grip™ All Terrain outsole design for grip
on wet ice and mixed winter conditions

WOMEN’S

BIRCH J036588

NEW COLOR

GRANITE J036584 NC

BLACK J18928

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 249.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / WINTER HIKE

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42
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AGILITY SYNTHESIS ZERO GORETEX®
This winter trail runner with snowstopping collar grips on mixed winter
terrain and protects feet from coldweather elements -- without the bulk of
heavy insulation.

25.5-19

6.0

STACK

DROP

+

GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, bonded InvisibleFit
construction for lightweight, breathable protection that
fits and feels like an unprotected shoe

+

Jacquard and embroidered upper

+

Elastic cord and lock lacing system for quick secure fit

+

Zip closure

+

Gaiter provides extra ankle coverage to keep debris out

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Removable EVA insole

+

FLEXconnect® dual-directional flex-grooves in the
midsole for enhanced ground connection

+

Rock plate for protection

+

FloatPro Foam™ midsole for a lightweight ride that lasts

+

Vibram® Arctic Grip™ All Terrain outsole design for grip
on wet ice and mixed winter conditions

MEN’S

BLACK J 066839

NEW COLOR

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / WINTER HIKE

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50
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unverb. empf. VP: CHF 239.90

NOVA SNEAKER MOC

NEW

Featuring sneaker-light comfort and
hiker-like durability, Nova Sneaker Moc.

29.5-21.5

8.0

STACK

DROP

+

Rock plate for protection Forefoot and heel cushioning
pods

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® Icetrek for grip in winter conditions.

+

Nylon ripstop upper

+

100% recycled fleece lining

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50

ANTORA SNEAKER MOC

NEW

Featuring sneaker-light comfort
and confidence-boosting support and
traction, the Antora Sneaker Moc.

28.5
- 20

8.0

STACK

DROP

+

Rock plate for protection Forefoot and heel cushioning
pods

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® Icetrek for grip in winter conditions.

+

Nylon ripstop upper

+

100% recycled fleece lining

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

MEN’S
WOMEN’S

STONEWASH J066849

BLACK J066953

BLACK J066950

UVP: CHF 119.90

UVP: CHF 119.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / WINTER HIKE

MARRON J067048
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ICEPACK 2

NEW

This mid height boot is fully seamsealed with waterproof nubuck leather
and mesh uppers keep you protected from
the elements. Equipped with a removable
EVA insole for all day comfort, while
our fleece lining and Merrell insulation
keep you warm and toasty. Keep winter
in check in the Icepack 2 Mid Polar
Waterproof.

+

Seam sealed construction seals out water and lets
moisture escape

+

Fleece lining for added warmth

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort.

ICEPACK 2 ZIP POLAR WATERPROOF
+ Waterproof suede leather upper + Zip closure + Fauxfur collar + Bellows tongue keeps out debris + 100 grams
lightweight, low bulk insulation keeps you comfortable +
50% recycled EVA foam insole + Molded nylon arch shank +
Merrell rubber outsole provides unparalleled traction on wet
ice even in the most extreme winter conditions

WOMEN’S

BLACK J 003638

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50

ICEPACK 2 MID POLAR WATERPROOF
+ Waterproof full grain leather and suede upper + 200 grams
lightweight, low bulk insulation keeps you comfortable +
50% recycled EVA foam insole + Merrell rubber outsole
provides unparalleled traction on wet ice even in the most

CAMEL J003718
Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / WINTER LIFESTYLE

MEN’S
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BLACK J003443

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90
EARTH J003469

NEW

Fashion meets function in the Approach
Sport Mid Polar Waterproof. Seam-sealed
with a waterproof suede leather and
nylon upper, with a fleece lining, 50%
recycled EVA insole and a sticky rubber
outsole to keep you in step, you’ll be
looking forward to snow season.

+

Seam sealed construction seals out water and lets
moisture escape

+

Waterproof suede leather and nylon upper

+

Fleece lining for added warmth

+

200 grams lightweight, low bulk insulation keeps you
comfortable

+

50% recycled EVA foam insole

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Molded nylon arch shank

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Merrell sticky rubber outsole tuned for winter optimizes
traction over cold weather surface conditions

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

APPROACH SPORT MID POLAR WATERPROOF

WOMEN’S

BLACK J003606

BRINDLE J003726

BURLWOOD J003730

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / WINTER LIFESTYLE

APPROACH SPORT POLAR
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BRAVADA POLAR WTPF
This female-focused waterproof boot
features the fit and feel of a sneaker
with the traction and performance of
a hiker. And with a comfort achilles
collar, it reduces common hot spot
zones.

+

Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape

+

Vegan suede and TPU upper

+

Second lace color option

+

Faux-fur collar and fleece lining

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

200 grams lightweight, low bulk insulation keeps you
comfortable

+

50% recycled EVA foam insole

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Molded nylon arch shank

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Merrell mountain-grade Quantum Grip™ rubber outsole

WOMEN’S

OLIVE J003934

BLACK J035468

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / WINTER LIFESTYLE

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42
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NEW COLOR

BRINDLE/
MOONROCK J035560

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

ONTARIO TALL POLAR
WATERPROOF
Clean and nostalgic, the Ontario Tall
Polar Waterproof features a beautiful
full grain leather and mesh upper and
sticky Vibram® Megagrip for confidence
on any adventure.

+

Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape

+

Waterproof suede and textile upper

+

Second lace option

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Fleece lining for added warmth

+

200 grams lightweight, low bulk insulation keeps you
comfortable

+

50% recycled EVA foam insole

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® MegaGrip® for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry surfaces

WOMEN’S

BLACK/FALCON J003652

BLACK J035454

NEW COLOR

CAMEL J035566

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / WINTER LIFESTYLE

OLIVE/COYOTE J003744 NC
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SNOWCREEK COZY LEATHER
POLAR WTPF
The Snowcreek Cozy Polar is just enough
cold weather protection to go anywhere,
look sleek, and feel great. With 200
gram of M Select™ WARM and our Merrell
mountain grade Quantum Grip™ outsole,
they are always the right answer.

+

Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape

+

Full grain waterproof leather upper

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Faux-fur collar and fleece lining

+

200 grams lightweight, low bulk insulation keeps you
comfortable

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Lightweight high rebound EVA foam midsole for stability
and comfort

+

Merrell mountain-grade Quantum Grip™ rubber outsole

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / WINTER LIFESTYLE

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42
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WOMEN’S

OLIVE J002212

BLACK J002020

MOON J002022

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / WINTER LIFESTYLE

MOAB SPEED THERMO

THERMO ROGUE 3
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PERFORMANCE
OUTDOOR

ZION GORE-TEX®
Built on a trail running platform
for a sneaker fit, this hiker has a
ballistic mesh & durable leather upper
and Vibram® MegaGrip® for the best
combination of traction and durability
on wet or dry surfaces outsole for
aggressive grip on every terrain. For
all the memories ahead.

+

GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance

+

Waterproof full grain leather and mesh upper

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Protective toe cap

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Kinetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for
flexible support

+

Lightweight FlexPlate™ technology provide torsional
rigidity Forefoot and heel cushioning pods

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® MegaGrip® for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry surfaces.

ZION GORE-TEX®
+ Traditional lace closure + Forefoot and heel cushioning
pods

MEN’S

BLACK/GRANITE J036233

BROWN J500081

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-48, 49, 50

20

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90

CAPRA GORE-TEX®
New winterised Capra, now with leather
uppers and GORE-TEX®, will send you
soaring up inclines and scrambling over
snow and ice.

MEN’S

+ Pig suede leather and mesh upper
+ Traditional lace closure
+ Bellows tongue keeps out debris
+ Mesh lining
+ K inetic Fit™ Base removable contoured insole for flexible
support
+ Molded Nylon arch shank

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-48, 49, 50
Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

GRANITE ORANGE J598427

WOMEN’S

GRANITE J32446

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

+ TrailProtect™ pad offers additional protection off road

21

MOAB FST 2 GORE-TEX®
Experience the out-of-the-box comfort
you expect from a name like Moab, now
with athletic styling and a lighter
midsole.

MOAB FST 2 MID GORE-TEX®
+ Metal hook traditional lace closure

MEN’S

+

GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance

+

Mesh and TPU upper

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Protective toe cap

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Kinetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for
flexible support

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Molded nylon arch shank

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® MegaGrip® for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry surfaces.

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-48, 49, 50

SAILOR J500119

WOMEN’S

STORM J500094

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42
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unverb. empf. VP: CHF 199.90

MOAB FST 2 GORE-TEX®
+ Traditional lace closure

MEN’S

BLACK/GRANITE J77443

SAILOR J500117

NAVY SLATE J
 77453

BLACK/GRANITE J77426

STORM J500090

BLUE SMOKE J49180

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

WOMEN’S
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MOAB 2 LEATHER GORE-TEX®
Experience out-of-the-box comfort in
this GORE-TEX® hiker. With durable
leathers, a supportive footbed, and
Vibram® traction, all in a versatile
package, you won’t doubt why Moab stands
for Mother-Of-All-Boots™.

+

GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance

+

Full grain leather and mesh upper

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Protective toe cap

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Kinetic Fit™ ADVANCED removable contoured insole
with reinforced heel cushioning for medium support

+

Molded nylon arch shank

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® TC5+ rubber sole.

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-48, 49, 50

MOAB 2 LEATHER GORE-TEX®

MOAB 2 LEATHER MID GORE-TEX®
+ Metal hook traditional lace closure

MEN’S

BELUGA J18419

PECAN J598233

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

MEN’S
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WALNUT J18427

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90
BOULDER J033329

Experience out-of-the-box comfort in
this GORE-TEX® hiker. With durable
synthetic leather, a supportive footbed,
and Vibram® traction, all in a versatile
package, you won’t doubt why Moab stands
for Mother-Of-All-Boots™.

+

GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance

+

Synthetic leather and mesh upper

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Protective toe cap

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Kinetic Fit™ ADVANCED removable contoured insole
with reinforced heel cushioning for medium support

+

Molded nylon arch shank

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® TC5+ rubber sole.

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

MOAB 2 MID GORE-TEX®
+ Metal hook traditional lace closure

WOMEN’S

LAUREL J033270

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90
MOAB 2 GORE-TEX®
WOMEN’S

BELUGA J06038

LAUREL J033468

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

MOAB 2 GORE-TEX®
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SIREN 3 GORE-TEX®
Designed specifically for women, this
hiker is built with a stabilizing,
comfortable foam midsole and a supersticky Vibram® MegaGrip® outsole for
confidence no matter the terrain.

+

GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance

+

Mesh and TPU upper

+

Traditional lace closure

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

External rear sling locks in the heel

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Kinetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for
flexible support

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Molded nylon arch shank

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole with zones of softer foam
may reduce pronation

+

Vibram® MegaGrip® for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry surfaces.

SIREN 3 MID GORE-TEX®
+ Metal hook traditional lace closure

WOMEN’S

BLUE SMOKE J84684

NAVY/BLUE J034280

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42
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unverb. empf. VP: CHF 189.90

SIREN 3 GORE-TEX®
+ Traditional lace closure

WOMEN’S

NAVY/BLUE J034282

NEW COLOR

BURLWOOD J036710 NC

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

MINERAL J036714
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BRAVADA

BRAVADA MID WATERPROOF

This female-focused hiker features
the fit and feel of a sneaker with the
traction and performance of a hiker.
And with a comfort achilles collar, it
reduces common hot spot zones.

+ Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape + Mesh and TPU upper + Traditional lace closure
+ Bellows tongue keeps out debris + Protective toe cap
+ Breathable mesh lining + Kinetic Fit™ BASE removable
contoured insole for flexible support + Merrell Air Cushion in
the heel absorbs shock and adds stability

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Merrell mountain-grade Quantum Grip™ rubber outsole.

WOMEN’S

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42
SILVER/BLACK J036774

BRAVADA WATERPROOF

NEW COLOR

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90

+ Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape + Mesh and TPU upper + Traditional lace closure
+ Bellows tongue keeps out debris + Protective toe cap
+ Breathable mesh lining + Kinetic Fit™ BASE removable
contoured insole for flexible support + Merrell Air Cushion in
the heel absorbs shock and adds stability

WOMEN’S

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

OYSTER J036696
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MINERAL J036694

NEW COLOR

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 139.90

ONTARIO 2 MID WATERPROOF

NEW

This classic, clean hiker features
all-over leather uppers and a sticky
traction sole for durable, dependable
performance on the trail.

WOMEN’S

Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape

+

Waterproof full grain leather upper

+

Metal hook traditional lace closure

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Metal D-Rings

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Kinetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for
flexible support

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® MegaGrip® for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry surfaces

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

BRINDLE J036502

CHARCOAL J036510

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

+
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WRAPT

NEW

Featuring the fit of our famous barefoot
collection, this versatile hybrid with
aggressive rubber sole is designed to
mimic the shape of the human foot,
keeping it in the position it would be
in without shoes.

+

Pigskin leather upper

+

Bellows tongue keeps out debris

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Merrell Barefoot 2 construction is designed to keep the
foot in a natural position

+

Merrell mountain-grade Quantum Grip™ rubber outsole.

WRAPT MID WATERPROOF
+ Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape + Metal hook traditional lace closure

MEN’S

GRANITE J036001

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-48, 49, 50
Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

WOMEN’S

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

LICHEN J035996
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unverb. empf. VP: CHF 139.90

WRAPT
+ Traditional lace closure

MEN’S

TOBACCO J036015

GRANITE J036009

BIRCH J036004

LICHEN J036006

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 119.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / HIKING

WOMEN’S

31

MOAB SPEED

MOAB SPEED MID GORE-TEX®

For over a decade, the Merrell® Moab
has been the choice of hikers when
a choice needs to be made, making it
the bestselling hiker in the world.
Famous for its out-of-the-box comfort,
durability and all-purpose versatility,
its predecessors have enabled 20 million
people to step further outdoors. The
Moab Speed is a lightweight, protective
hybrid designed to give you confidence
to tackle any trail.

31-21

10.0

STACK

DROP

+

Mesh and TPU upper

+

100% recycled laces

+

Padded collar

+

Protective toe cap

+

EVA foam insole with 50% recycled top sheet

+

Removable PU foam insole

+

Rock plate for protection

+

FloatPro Foam™ midsole for a lightweight ride that lasts

+

Vibram® EcoDura is 30% recycled rubber

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50

+ GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance + 100% recycled
mesh lining

MEN’S

BLACK J135409

WOMEN’S

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / SPEED HIKE

BLACK J135414
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unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90

MOAB SPEED GORE-TEX®
+ GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance + 100% recycled
mesh lining

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

BLACK J066850

HIGHRISE J066852

HIGHRISE J066771

LICHEN J066854

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / SPEED HIKE

BLACK J066769

33

NOVA 2

NOVA 2 GORE-TEX®

Featuring sneaker-light comfort and
hiker-like durability, Nova 2 offers the
perfect escape vehicle for when you’re
ready to answer the call of the wild.

+ GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, bonded InvisibleFit
construction for lightweight, breathable protection that fits
and feels like an unprotected shoe

MEN’S
29.5-21.5

8.0

STACK

DROP

+

Traditional lace closure

+

Padded collar

+

External rear sling locks in the heel

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Removable EVA insole

+

Rock plate for protection

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Forefoot and heel cushioning pods

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® TC5+ rubber soleNon-marking outsole with
extra grip for superior traction

BELUGA J066945

NEW COLOR

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / SPEED HIKE

GRANITE J035573
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CHARCOAL J067081 NC

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

ANTORA 2

ANTORA 2 GORE-TEX®

Featuring sneaker-light comfort
and confidence-boosting support and
traction, Antora 2 is uniquely tailored
to women ready to find themselves in
places they’ve dared to look.

+ GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, bonded InvisibleFit
construction for lightweight, breathable protection that fits
and feels like an unprotected shoe + Mesh and TPU upper
+ Traditional lace closure + External rear sling locks in the
heel + Breathable mesh lining + Removable EVA insole

WOMEN’S
28.5-20

8.0

STACK

DROP

+

Rock plate for protection

+

Medial post for light pronation relief

+

Forefoot and heel cushioning pods

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® TC5+ rubber sole.
OYSTER J066938

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

HIGHRISE J035638

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / SPEED HIKE

PALOMA J066942 NC

35

TRAIL
RUNNING

36

2H21 BUYER’S GUIDE

With lightweight, tear-resistant fabric,
a medial post and an aggressive Vibram®
MegaGrip® for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry
surfaces rubber sole, this race-day
shoe is everything trail athletes need
(& nothing they don’t) to adapt on long
runs in rugged mountain terrain.

27.5-19.5

8.0

STACK

DROP

+

Reflective details for increased visibility in low light

+

Internal bootie for locked-in fit

+

External rear sling locks in the heel

+

Medial post for light pronation relief

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® MegaGrip® for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry surfaces.

MTL LONG SKY SOLUTION DYED
+ Recycled webbing on the upper + 60% recycled mesh
upper + % recycled laces + 100% recycled mesh lining +
Removable EVA insole + 50% recycled EVA foam insole +
EVA foam insole with 50% recycled top sheet

2H21 BUYER’S GUIDE

MTL LONG SKY

MEN’S

BLACK/WHITE J067015

WOMEN’S

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50
Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

BLACK/WHITE J067096

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90
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AGILITY PEAK 4
This cushioned, grippy trail runner
is designed for those who want a lot
of protection on even the most rugged
trails. Version 4 was updated with a
slightly thicker midsole made of the
lighter-weight FloatPro™ foam and a
new Vibram® Megagrip® outsole for even
better grip on rock.

30-24

6.0

STACK

DROP

+

Jacquard upper

+

Integrated lacing system for a glove-like fit

+

Padded collar

+

Gaiter D-Ring

+

Protective toe cap

+

External rear sling locks in the heel

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Removable EVA insole

+

Rock plate for protection

+

FLEXconnect® dual-directional flex-grooves in the
midsole for enhanced ground connection

+

FloatPro Foam™ midsole for a lightweight ride that lasts

+

Vibram® MegaGrip® for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry surfaces

MEN’S

TAHOE J135111

WOMEN’S

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50
Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / TRAIL RUNNING

ATOLL J135112

38

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90

BARE ACCESS XTR

17.2 17.2

0.0

STACK

DROP

+

Mesh and TPU upper

+

Traditional lace closure

+

External rear sling locks in the heel

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Integrated EVA foam insole

+

FLEXconnect® dual-directional flex-grooves in the
midsole for enhanced ground connection

+

Merrell Barefoot 2 construction is designed to keep the
foot in a natural position

+

Vibram® TC5+ rubber sole

MEN’S

BLACK/BLACK J99581

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50

PEACOAT J99543

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

WOMEN’S

MULBERRY J066538

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / TRAIL RUNNING

This trail runner features 0 heel-totoe offset, a moderate amount of shockabsorbing foam and a sticky Vibram®
outsole enhances ground connection
and agility for fast runs on light to
moderate trails.

39

MOVE GLOVE

MOVE GLOVE

For fast moving workouts, this
minimalist trainer with energy-returning
foam and unique outsole geometry
maximizes underfoot connection,
increasing the body’s ability to quickly
react and move.

9.5-9.5

0.0

STACK

DROP

+

Traditional lace closure

+

External rear sling locks in the heel

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Integrated EVA foam insole

+

Merrell Barefoot 2 construction is designed to keep the
foot in a natural position

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Vibram® MegaGrip® for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry surfaces.

+ Mesh upper for breathability and lightweight + Burrito
tongue wraps the foot to enhance a natural fit

MEN’S

BLACK J16737

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50
Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

BLACK/WHITE J066431

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / OUTDOOR TRAINING

WOMEN’S

40

BLACK J16798

BLUESTAR J066352

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90

MOVE GLOVE SUEDE
+ Pigskin leather upper + Bellows tongue keeps out debris +
External rear sling locks in the heel

MEN’S

BLACK/BLACK J066799

NAVY J066927 NC

NAVY J067036 NC

PALOMA J65382

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 139.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / OUTDOOR TRAINING

WOMEN’S

41

TRAIL GLOVE 6

TRAIL GLOVE 6

This version of our best-selling
minimalist Trail Glove was made with
solution dyed yarns, a process that
uses less water and energy compared to
traditional dyeing methods.

+ 65% recycled mesh upper + % recycled TPU
reinforcements + 40% recycled mesh lining + EVA
foam insole with 100% recycled top sheet + BLOOM®
performance midsole foam is made of 10% algae biomass,
transforming green water into clean water in the process +
Vibram® TC5+ rubber sole

11.511.5

0.0

STACK

DROP

+

100% recycled laces

+

Merrell Barefoot 2 construction is designed to keep the
foot in a natural position

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50

MEN’S

BLACK J135377

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

POSEIDON J135383

WOMEN’S

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / OUTDOOR TRAINING

HIGH RISE J066830
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BLACK J135384

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90

VAPOR GLOVE 4
This minimal trainer provide little
between you and the ground for maximum
freedom and connection underfoot.

MEN’S
6.5-6.5

0.0

STACK

DROP

+

Cordura® mesh and TPU upper

+

Traditional lace closure

+

External rear sling locks in the heel

+

Breathable mesh lining

+

Integrated EVA foam insole

+

Vibram® TC5+ rubber sole

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50

BLACK/BLACK J066583

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

POLAR J066619

TANGERINE J067005

WOMEN’S

POSEIDON J067082

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / OUTDOOR TRAINING

BLACK/BLACK J066684
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VAPOR GLOVE 3 LUNA LEATHER
Minimal design. Maximum performance.
Vapor Glove 3 Luna Leather combines
sock-like feel with soft, full-grain
leather. Add to that a Vibram® sole
that provides nearly zero ground-to-foot
separation.

+

Soft leather upper

+

100% recycled laces and webbing

+

100% recycled mesh lining

+

Vibram® TC5+ rubber sole

MEN’S

COYOTE J003361

NEW COLOR

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50
Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

BLACK J33599

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / OUTDOOR TRAINING

NAVY J5000925
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BRACKEN J003227 NC

BLACK/CHARCOAL J003422

BURLWOOD J003400

POSEIDON J004080 NC

STONEWASH J003402

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90

MERRELL BAREFOOT

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE / OUTDOOR TRAINING

WOMEN’S

45

ACTIVE
LIFESTYLE

SNOWCREEK SPORT MID WP

NEW

The Snowcreek Sport Mid Waterproof is
just enough cold weather protection to
go anywhere, look sleek, and feel great.
With a Merrell waterproof membrane
and insulation and recycled elements
throughout, such as 30% recycled webbing
pull tabs, 30% recycled fleece lining,
and a 50% recycled EVA insole. With the
addition of our Merrell mountain grade
Quantum Grip™ outsole, they are always
the right answer.

WOMEN’S

+

Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape

BLACK J 003668

+

Nylon ripstop upper

+

Inside zipper for easy on and off

+

100% recycled webbing pull tab

+

30% recycled fleece lining

+

50% recycled EVA foam insole

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Lightweight high rebound EVA foam midsole for stability
and comfort

+

Merrell mountain-grade Quantum Grip™ rubber outsole

CHARCOAL J003722

WHITE J003724

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / CASUALS

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42
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unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90

ANVIK 2

NEW

Comfortable right out of the box, the
Anvik 2 Mid Waterproof combines seamsealed waterproof full grain leather
and mesh uppers, with 100% recycled
laces, webbing, and mesh lining, with
the traction of our sticky rubber
outsole. Perfect for the way you live
your life.

+

Waterproof full grain leather and mesh upper

+

100% recycled mesh lining

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

15% recycled rubber outsole.

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50

ANVIK 2 MID WATERPROOF

MEN’S

BLACK J003389

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 139.90

ANVIK 2 WATERPROOF
+ Seam sealed construction seals out water and lets
moisture escape

BLACK J003393

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90
EARTH J003533

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / CASUALS

MEN’S

49

CAPRON

NEW

Built to stand the test of time, the
Capron Mid Waterproof is built with
a waterproof membrane and features a
waterproof split leather upper, with
100% recycled laces and mesh lining and
with a 10% recycled outsole designed for
grip and traction where and when you
need it.

+

100% recycled laces

+

Second lace color option

+

100% recycled mesh lining

+

Removable PU foam insole

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

10% recycled rubber outsole.

CAPRON MID WATERPROOF
+ Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape + Waterproof split leather

MEN’S

BLACK J003397

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50

CAPRON
+ Vegan leather

MEN’S

BRACKEN J003545

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / CASUALS

BLACK J003399

50

BRACKEN J003557

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90

ALPINE SNEAKER
Let the retro vibe take over in sneakers
you simply can’t take off. In colors that
mix well with your style, Alpine Sneaker
will earn its place at the top of your
shoe rack.

+

50% recycled EVA foam insole

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

ALPINE SNEAKER
+ Suede leather and textile upper + 100% recycled heel pull
tab + Breathable mesh lining + Rubber outsole for reliable
traction

MEN’S

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50
BELUGA J003383

NEW COLOR

BRACKEN J003511 NC

WOMEN’S

BRICK/BURGUNDY J003908
NC

PALOMA/CORD J003788

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / CASUALS

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

51

ALPINE TALL STRAP POLAR WTPF
Let the retro vibe take over in the
Alpine Tall Polar that you simply can’t
take off. In colors that mix well with
your style, it will earn its place at
the top of your shoe rack.

+

Waterproof membrane seals out water and lets moisture
escape

+

Waterproof suede leather and nylon upper

+

Adjustable strap closure for quick adjustability

+

Fleece lining for added warmth

+

100 grams lightweight, low bulk insulation keeps you
comfortable

+

50% recycled EVA foam insole

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

15% recycled rubber outsole

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / CASUALS

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

52

WOMEN’S

MARRON J 003780

BLACKOUT J002058

NEW COLOR

PINE J003600 NC

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90

JUNGLE MOC
This after-sport moc creates your
ultimate low-maintenance shoe, featuring
a full grain leather upper and Merrell
air cushion underfoot for extra support.

JUNGLE MOC LTR WTPF ICE+
+ Snow Plow full grain waterproof and salt resistant leather
upper + ConductorTM fleece lining for added warmth +
Vibram ® Arctic Grip ® outsole provides unparalled traction
on ice even in the most extreme winter conditions

MEN’S

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

Men’s
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40-46.5, 48, 49, 50
BLACK J33595

JUNGLE MOC LEATHER 2
+ Full grain leather upper + Double stretch gore for easy
on and off + Leather and breathable mesh lining + 50%
recycled EVA foam insole + Merrell sticky rubber outsole
tunes each outsole with durable traction that grips when
and where you need it

MEN’S

ESPRESSO J84987

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / CASUALS

BLACK J17199

53

JUNGLE MOC
+ Full grain leather upper + Double stretch gore for easy on
and off + Breathable mesh lining + 50% recycled EVA foam
insole + Merrell sticky rubber outsole tunes each outsole
with durable traction that grips when and where you need it

MEN’S

GUNSMOKE J60787

CLASSIC TAUPE J60801

MIDNIGHT J60825

Women’s
US Sizes: 5.5-11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 36-42

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / CASUALS

WOMEN’S

54

CLASSIC TAUPE J60802

MIDNIGHT J60826

GUNSMOKE J60788

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 109.90

TERRAN 2
Pack light. Live big. Terran II has
breathable materials and a bright color
pop keep your feet feeling as cool and
carefree as you look wearing them.

TERRAN SLIDE II
+ Pigskin leather upper + Breathable mesh lining + 50%
recycled EVA foam insole + Merrell sticky rubber outsole
tunes each outsole with durable traction that grips when
and where you need it

WOMEN’S
Leather and textile upper
Textile lining

+

Soft microfiber insole

+

Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability

+

Molded nylon arch shank

+

Lightweight EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort

+

Rubber outsole for reliable traction

Women’s
US Sizes: 5–11 WHOLE SIZES ONLY
EU Sizes: 36–42 WHOLE SIZES ONLY

SLATE J
 98754

TAUPE J
 02768

BLACK J55342

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE / CASUALS

+

+
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KIDS

GREYLOCK WATERPROOF

NEW

A reliable waterproof boot that won’t
weigh them down. This style is made
with a durable leather upper and a
waterproof construction that keeps feet
dry, but also features an airy midsole
and a lightweight rubber outsole that’s
short on bulk but big on traction.

+

Waterproof construction to keep feet dry

+

Leather upper for durability

+

Traditional lace closure for a secure fit

+

Lightweight EVA midsole

+

Flexible, non-marking outsole with extra grip

BROWN MK265044

Kids
EU Sizes: MK 28-38 whole sizes only

WHEAT MK265350

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 79.90
57

SNOW BANK 3.0 WATERPROOF
NEW

Temperature rated all the way down
to -25° F/ -31 C, this insulated boot
is the one to beat when it comes
to keeping feet cozy and dry. Its
waterproof status makes it a match for
even the wildest of winter conditions,
and its flexible bungee lacing system
features a toggle closure for a fast fit.

+

Waterproof upper to keep feet dry and cozy

+

Leather upper for durability

+

Bungee lace with toggle closure for a secure fit

+

Temperature rated to -25°F to ensure a warm wearing
experience

+

Anti-bacterial properties in lining helps prevent bacteria
and control odor

+

Recycled PET linings

+

Non-marking outsole with extra grip for superior traction

BLACK/GREY/GREEN MK265035

Kids
EU Sizes: MK 28-38 whole sizes only
GREY/BERRY MK165187

NAVY/TURQ MK165186

KIDS / WINTER LIFESTYLE

WHEAT MK265185

58

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90

HEIDI WATERPROOF
A lace-up profile gives this on-trend
waterproof boot a classic, outdoorsinspired look, and a clever zipper
closure makes stepping in simple. 200g
insulation keep feet warm and an extra
grip outsole boosts traction on icy
surfaces.

Waterproof upper to keep feet dry and cozy

+

Zipper closure for easy on/off

+

Anti-bacterial properties in lining helps prevent bacteria
and control odor

+

Non-marking outsole with extra grip for superior traction

Kids
EU Sizes: MK 28-38 whole sizes only

BLACK MK163215

GREY/NAVY MK165198

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90

KIDS / WINTER LIFESTYLE

+

59

OAKCREEK MID LACE
WATERPROOF
NEW

From the trail to the playground, it is
easy to step into this waterproof style.
The traditional lace closure ensures a
secure, adjustable fit. Its durable upper
is built from soft suede and breathable
mesh, and a treaded rubber outsole
ensures the highest possible level of
traction.

+

Waterproof construction to keep feet dry

+

Suede and mesh upper for durability

+

Traditional lace closure for a secure fit

+

Recycled PET linings

+

Rubber rugged outsole with lug pattern and extra grip
for superior traction

PALOMA/BERRY MK164769

Kids
EU Sizes: MK 28-38 whole sizes only

KIDS / HIKE

CHARCOAL MK264767
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unverb. empf. VP: CHF 79.90

OAKCREEK LOW LACE
WATERPROOF
NEW

A low profile makes it easy to step
into this waterproof style, and a lace
closure ensures a secure, adjustable
fit. Its durable upper is built from
soft suede and breathable mesh, and
a treaded rubber outsole ensures the
highest possible level of traction.

+

Waterproof construction to keep feet dry

+

Suede and mesh upper for durability

+

Traditional lace closure for a secure fit

+

Recycled PET linings

+

Rubber rugged outsole with lug pattern and extra grip
for superior traction

CHARCOAL MK264770

Kids
EU Sizes: MK 28-38 whole sizes only

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 69.90

KIDS / HIKE

PALOMA/BERRY MK164772
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TECHNOLOGIES
2H21 BUYER’S GUIDE

FOOTWEAR
TECHNOLOGIES

2H21 BUYER’S GUIDE

1. Insoles
We use a variety of insoles tuned to end use, but all of them are structured,
highly flexible and light. They are designed to provide support while still
allowing the foot to flex naturally. Each one we use gently supports key areas
of the foot to encourage muscles to stay in a relaxed, athletic position. This
helps reduce foot fatigue, which, over time, may help prevent injury.
In addition to our standard premium insoles found in almost all of our
footwear, we also have COMFORTBASE™️ and Kinetic Fit™️, which provides additional
comfortand support.

COMFORTBASE ™ ACTIVE TECHNOLOGY
COMFORTBASE™ Active contoured footbed for all-day
comfort. Multi-density layers of material, an extended
arch and a deeper heel cup, provide active biomechanical
support to the areas of the foot most prone to fatigue.

COMFORTBASE ™ TECHNOLOGY
COMFORTBASE™ footbed technology designed with a PUbase material and a mesh-lined breathable foam top sheet
that cradles your foot in all-day comfort.

Shoes with Kinefic Fit insoles are contoured like your foot,
providing flexible support during athletic activity. Kinetic Fit™️
ADVANCED insoles feature additional support structures in
the heel, arch, and forefoot.

TECHNOLOGIES

KINETIC FIT

63

2H21 BUYER’S GUIDE

Different winter conditions and activity levels call for different strategies
for ensuring that feet stay warm and comfortable. Merrell offers a variety of
insulations to provide the ideal level of warmth based on wearing conditions
and activity. This allows us to tailor the weight, flexibility, and thermal
retention of our shoes to a variety of outdoor pursuits.
Most of our winter boots use our standard premium low-bulk synthetic insulation, which is waterproof and warm. In some instances, we use branded insulations from trusted partners to deliver a greater warmth to weight ratio for
higher-output outdoor activities.

3M™ THINSULATE™
3M™ Thinsulate™ Water-Resistant Insulation,
the original thin insulation designed specifically
for footwear.

PRIMALOFT ® GOLD INSULATION
AEROGEL

TECHNOLOGIES

1H21 BUYER’S GUIDE
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2. Insulation

64

PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Aerogel is
an innovative breakthrough that offers
unprecedented performance in the face of
extreme conditions. It maintains its insulative
properties even when compressed, making it
ideal for footwear.

“Off the roll” is what shoe designers call picking out standard materials
to build a shoe. These materials are produced in large sheets of the same
repeated stitches, and are then cut out to the desired shape and sewn into
the shoe. But at Merrell, we believe that “standard” doesn’t always cut
it in the outdoors. That’s why we developed customized, unique-to-Merrell
materials that meet the durability and quality standards you’ve come
to expect from Merrell, engineered to perform during all of your life’s
amazing adventures.

2H21 BUYER’S GUIDE

4. Engineered Materials

E-MESH
Unlike regular mesh, which is made up of uniform, repeated
stitches, E-Mesh is strategically knit and layered in patterns
to provide zones of flexibility, breathability, and durability
precisely where they’re needed in the shoe.

JACQUARD
Using a process similar to that in which the woven label on
the inside of your shirts is made, Jacquard is specifically
woven into layers of multiple crisscrossing threads which
provide protection that’s lighter weight, more flexible, and
more durable than most other materials.

2D KNIT

Stratafuse™ injects TPU into the fabric upper, binding it to the
mesh to provide structure and support in targeted areas of
the foot. Fusing TPU with this patented process (instead of
melting or applying it to the mesh with an adhesive) improves
durability and uses less TPU, which reduces overall weight
for lightweight protection.

TECHNOLOGIES

The components for 2D Knit shoes are individually knit from
a single thread, shoe by shoe, which results in a comfortable,
durable, seam-free shoe with 4-way stretch that can adapt to
the moving foot without restriction.
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Merrell lets you find the right “ride” for any terrain with a variety of midsole and
platform technologies to enhance the support, protection, and comfort offered by our
footwear. Most of our shoes feature standard premium EVA foam, which balances comfort,
ground connection, shock absorption, and durability for a predictable and dependable
ride.
We sometimes pair our midsole foam with technologies that enhance certain features.
Other times, we replace the standard foam altogether with branded options that deliver
on a specific performance need depending on the end-use.

TUNED STABILITY AND PROTECTION
Merrell FlexPlate™ technology integrates a lightweight, full foot stability plate
with strategically-placed outsole pods to provide stability, underfoot protection,
durability, and integrated grip. Variable material composition offers optimal rigidity
at one end of the plate and optimal flexibility at the other.

ENHANCED GROUND CONNECTION
Merrell FLEXconnect® technology supports the natural flexing of a foot in motion
to enhance agility on any terrain. Anatomically-inspired, bidirectional flex grooves
allow the foot to move naturally on uneven ground, providing improved ground
connection and stability.

AIR CUSHION - TARGETED HEEL CUSHIONING
Air Cushion technology improves the overall comfort of a shoe by placing an
impact-absorbing pod under the heel to reduce stress on the foot with each step.
The pliable material lessens impact during heel strike, and helps cradle the heel to
maintain proper alignment during step-through resulting in greater comfort all day.
Get more information - MRL_2017_TechChapter-air cushion

TECHNOLOGIES
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5. Midsoles and Platforms
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AIR CUSHION+ - LIGHTWEIGHT FULL-FOOT CUSHIONING FOR
ALL-DAY COMFORT
Dimpled for your pleasure, our Air Cushion+ technology provides a combination
of solutions for the ultimate heel-to-toe air ride cushioning experience. Its
dimpled design both reduces weight and creates cushioning air pockets that
run the length of the foot. An additional heel insert reduces heel impact for
even more comfort. Air Cushion+ also goes a step beyond cushioning with
strategically-placed lugs designed to further reduce the overall weight of the
shoe while still providing exceptional durability
and traction.

BLOOM
BLOOM makes flexible foams from algae biomass which clean and
restore the environment when harvested. They help keep natural
ecologies in balance, and in return, we get an incredible renewable
resource that helps us offset the use of petroleum in traditional footwear
foams. Shoes made from Bloom Algae Foam components are the result
of 225 bottles of filtered water returned to the habitat, and 21 balloons
of C02 kept from entering the atmosphere*.
*Men’s size 9 insole + midsole, 200g, 25% algae masterbatch.

FLOATPRO ®
Shoes that come with FloatPro® foam midsoles provide a lightweight ride
that lasts. We know that lightweight cushioning often comes with a durability
trade-off. That’s why we worked with our chemists to create a foam that
saves weight compared to standard EVA. This featherweight formulation
cushions, protects and maintains its resiliency, potentially increasing the life
of your shoes.

Delivering lightweight, durable comfort and made with zero waste, not
chemical additives, and no VOCs.

TECHNOLOGIES

FLOATECO ®
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Traction is one of the most important factors in feeling confident
on your feet. Different weather conditions, activities, and terrain call for
different levels of grip, durability, and lug design for optimal performance and
comfort. We have a variety of traction solutions for every season and terrain,
from slushy city streets to rugged mountain trails.
Our standard rubber balances stickiness and durability, for well-rounded
traction on a variety of terrains and surfaces. In some instances, we use
branded rubbers from trusted partners to deliver even greater traction for high
performance activities.

MOUNTAIN-GRADE TRACTION, EVEN WHILE MOVING AT
SPEED
Trail athletes who move fast over boulders and scree consistently
tell us traction is their #1 concern. We worked for over two years to
formulate Quantum Grip, a durable rubber compound that enables
confidence in the most extreme trail environments.

VIBRAM ® - UNPARALLELED GRIP FOR OUTDOOR
TERRAIN
Formulated exclusively for Merrell, Vibram® compound provides
exceptional traction for outdoor multi-sport activities backed by
the outstanding durability that Vibram® is known for.

VIBRAM ® MEGAGRIP - UNPARALLELED GRIP ON WET
AND DRY SURFACES

TECHNOLOGIES
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6. Traction
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Vibram® Megagrip is a high performance rubber compound
featuring unparalleled grip on wet and dry surfaces. It offers the
optimal balance of grippiness and durability for outdoor activities.
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VIBRAM ® ARCTIC GRIP ALL TERRAIN EXTRA DURABLE WET ICE TECHNOLOGY
Vibram® Arctic Grip All Terrain offers all of the same cold
weather performance features as regular Arctic Grip, plus
greater durability and increased traction through mixed
winter conditions.

VIBRAM ® ECODURA – RECYCLED PERFORMANCE
& DURABILITY

TECHNOLOGIES

A Merrell exclusive, Vibram® Ecodura is made from a
minimum of 30% recycled rubber. This high-quality
compound formulation sacrifices none of the performance
and durability that you’ve come to expect from Vibram and
Merrell.
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7. Waterproof and Weather Protection
When it comes to weather-proofing footwear, there is no one-size-fits-all
or single “best” approach. Merrell uses a variety of techniques, taking
into consideration factors such as end use, conditions, exertion level,
aesthetics, and fit.
This means that we can provide ideal solutions from trail shoes to pack hike
boots to casual styles worn on city commutes. At Merrell our goal is to not
let nature be a barrier to enjoying the outside world.

GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY ™
Footwear with GORE-TEX® membrane is
“Guaranteed to keep you dry” and offers an
enhanced level of breathability which is ideal for
high-exertion outdoor activities.

MORE COMFORT. FASTER DRY-OUT.
LESS WEIGHT.

INDEX

Engineered specifically for running shoes,
GORE-TEX® Invisible Fit technology provides fully
waterproof and highly breathable performance with
the fit and feel of non-protective running shoes.
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Size Conversion Chart

MEN'S SIZES:
USA

7

7.5

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

12

13

14

15

EURO

40

41 41 .5 42

8

43

43.5

44

44.5

45

46

46.5

48

49

50

UK

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5 12.5

CM

25

25.5

26

26.5

28.5

29

29.5

27 27 .5 28

30

31

13

14

32

33

WOMEN'S SIZES SANDALS ONLY:
USA

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

EURO

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

UK

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

CM

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

WOMEN'S SIZES:
USA

5.5

EURO

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

35.5

36

37

37.5

38

38.5

39

40

40.5

41

42

42.5

UK

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

CM

22.5

23

23.5

24

24.5

25

25.5

26

26.5

27

27.5

28

USA

10

11

12

13

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

EURO

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

UK

9

10

11

12

13

1

2

3

4

5

6

CM

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

25.5

INDEX

KIDS’ SIZES 							
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Contact
MERRELL SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN

MERZ AG
Hornimattstrasse 22
CH-5103 Wildegg
Tel: +41 (0)62 888 80 90
office@merznet.ch
www.merznet.ch
We reserve the right to change prices, colours and specification without prior notice.
Not all styles, types, colours and sizes are offered by each retailer or international distributor.

